In the military appeal proceedings of Mr. ...

AZ. ...

the letter of the BKK ProVita to the Paul-Ehrlich-Institut of 21.2.2022 is of special interest in this context.

There it states (quote):

"...the Paul Ehrlich Institute has announced by means of a press release that for the calendar year 2021 244,576 suspected cases for vaccination side effects after Corona vaccination were reported.

The data available to our institution give us reason to believe that there is a very significant under-reporting of suspected cases of vaccine adverse events following Corona vaccination. I am enclosing an evaluation of this in my letter.

The data basis for our evaluation is physician billing data. Our sample is from the anonymized data set of the company health insurance funds. The sample comprises 10,937,716 insured persons. So far, we have the physicians' billing data for the first half of 2021 and approximately half for the third quarter of 2021. Our query includes the valid ICD codes for vaccination adverse events. This evaluation has shown, although we do not yet have the complete data for 2021, that based on the available figures we now already assume 216,695 treated cases of vaccination side effects after Corona vaccination from this sample. If these figures are extrapolated to the whole year and
to the population in Germany, probably 2.5-3 million people in Germany have received medical treatment for vaccination side effects after Corona vaccination.

We regard this as a considerable alarm signal that must be taken into account in the further use of vaccines. In our view, the figures can be validated relatively easily and also in the short term by asking the other types of health insurance funds (AOKs, substitute health insurance funds, etc.) for a corresponding evaluation of the data available to them. Extrapolated to the number of vaccinated people in Germany, this means that approximately 4-5% of vaccinated people received medical treatment for vaccination side effects.

In our opinion, there is a considerable underreporting of vaccination side effects. It is an important concern to identify the causes for this in the short term. Our first assumption is that, since no remuneration is paid for reporting vaccine adverse events, reporting to the Paul Ehrlich Institute is often omitted because of the great expense involved. Physicians have reported to us that reporting a suspected vaccine adverse event takes about half an hour. This means that 3 million suspected cases of vaccine adverse events require about 1.5 million working hours of physicians. That would be almost the annual workload of 1,000 physicians. This should be clarified in the same short term. A copy of this letter will therefore also be sent to the German Medical Association and the National Association of Statutory Health Insurance Physicians.

The GKV-Spitzenverband will also receive a copy of this letter with the request to obtain corresponding data analyses from all health insurance companies.

Since danger to human life cannot be ruled out, we request that you provide feedback on the measures initiated by 22.2.2022 18:00.

Yours sincerely

Andreas Schöfbeck Executive Board" (end of quote, boldface added by signatory)

Proof: Copy of the letter from BKK ProVita to PEI dated 21.2.2022 in attachment 7.
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